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practitioners for these rituals will be discussed.

in the lives of the practitioners.1,2 The power of the deceased may be used for either benevolent or malevolent purposes, depending
upon the will of the practitioner.1,3
of the nganga
palos), and stones (otanes).1,3
3
nganga
Of particular
priest (palero) to summon the spirits.1 This aspect of ritual is especially important, as the forensic anthropologist will often be involved
The sacred space in which the nganga
branches, or stones, and will also be painted in the religious language of Palo, the

, which are religious symbols, drawn within the

4

other artifacts symbolic of the nature spirit (Mpungo) with whom the palero associates.1,3
ngangas, yielding information useful to the forensic community in properly identifying
archaeological and anatomical teaching specimens when discovered in this unique context. The cases from central Florida comprise
the disposal of a nganga, presumably upon the death of a palero
anatomical supply companies through the internet. Associated artifacts and the presence of religious symbols will also aid in recognition
purchases that was provided by the practitioners (receipts and tags).
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